CHILDREN & YOUNG ADULT ILLUSTRATION CONTEST
AT: WWW.STORYZ.PUB
CONTEST GUIDELINES:
Who: Ages 18 and under
What: 70 Winning Illustrations will be chosen by our Panel of Judges to illustrate the
children's story "Convoluted" from the Audio Book "Cinemagine." (6 Minutes in Length)
Convoluted is the story of a young man named Antoine who is sailing on the ocean alone. At
night when all the stars appear, he imagines that his boat is a star ship which he flies to
various planets and has a special encounter.

Where: www.Storyz.Pub
When: Tuesday, Nov. 3, 2015 – Thursday, Dec. 3, 2015
Why: A panel of judges from the Marbles Kid's Museum, Raleigh, N.C., Burt's Bees,
Durham, N.C., and Lulu.com, Raleigh, N.C. will select the winning 70 illustrations depicting
the story's narrative and music. The illustrations will be compiled into a video for the general
public to enjoy on-line. Winning artists and their sponsoring facilities will receive credit in
the film, as well as a Certificate of Achievement.
All Submissions: Will be posted in a Gallery Page at http://www.storyz.pub/
The YouTube Video Release: Monday, December 21, 2015

ABOUT Storyz.Pub
Storyz.Pub offers compilations of original stories by Raleigh, North Carolina author Amanda
Carlson, set to original music for shared listening at bedtime, family road trips, sleepovers,
daycare down-time, art immersion exercises, camp activities, etc. With its lush music and
interesting narrative, the stories transport listeners to the magical realms of their own
imagination. (Storyz.Pub is a subdivision of the social gamification company Parley
Entertainment, Inc., www.parleyentertainment.com).
Music/Production & Engineering: Joe Myers is a 40-year veteran of the music business, and
a virtuoso on acoustic and electric guitars (six string, twelve string, and harp guitar). His
belief in music's ability to create an impact is apparent in his compilations and offerings.
To listen to Convoluted, and/or submit your illustration(s), visit: http://www.storyz.pub/

